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Broadcasting and recorded entertainment industry

VICE PRESIDENT CATANZARITI

SYDNEY, {XX} JUNE 2017

Expense-related allowances.

A. Pursuant to s.157 of the Fair Work Act 2009, the above award is varied as follows:

1. By deleting the amount “$17.60” appearing in clause 32.1 and inserting “$17.79”.

2. By deleting the amount “$22.59” wherever it appears in clause 43.1(a)(i) and inserting “$22.84”.

3. By deleting the amount “$15.10” appearing in clause 43.1(b)(i) and inserting “$15.26”.

4. By deleting the amount “$20.71” appearing in clause 49.1 and inserting “$20.94”.

5. By deleting the amount “$17.37” appearing in clause 62.1(a) and inserting “$17.56”.

6. By deleting the amounts “$15.60”, “$17.60” and “$26.86” appearing in clause 62.1(b) and inserting “$15.77”, “$17.79” and “$27.15” respectively.

7. By deleting the amounts “$13.35”, “$19.85” and “$26.35” appearing in clause 70.1(d) and inserting “$13.50”, “$20.07” and “$26.64” respectively.

8. By deleting the amount “$12.29” wherever it appears in clause 79.1(a) and inserting “$12.42”.

9. By deleting the amount “$18.86” appearing in clause 79.1(b) and inserting “$19.07”.
10. By deleting the amount “$12.29” appearing in clause 79.1(c) and inserting “$12.42”.

B. This determination comes into operation from 1 July 2017. In accordance with s.165(3) of the *Fair Work Act 2009* this determination does not take effect until the start of the first full pay period that starts on or after 1 July 2017.
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